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Abstract: Like any other software system, real life Simulink models contain a
considerable amount of cloning. These clones are not always identical copies of each
other, but actually show a variety of differences from each other despite the overall
similarities. Insufficient variability mechanisms provided by the platform make it difficult
to create generic structures to represent these clones. Also, complete elimination of clones
from the systems may not always be practical, feasible, or cost-effective. In this paper we
propose a mechanism for clone management based on Variant Configuration Language
(VCL) that provides a powerful variability handling mechanism. In this mechanism, the
clones will be managed separate from the models in a non-intrusive way and the original
models will not be polluted with extra complexity to manage clone instances. The
proposed technique is validated by creating generic solutions for Simulink clones with a
variety of differences present between them.
Keywords: Model Clones, Simulink, Variability, Clone Management

1 Introduction
Model-based development with Simulink is the state-of-the-art technique in several embedded
system domains, where the functionality is specified using models and code is automatically
generated from these models. Sometimes, these models are comprised of thousand of elements
and are maintained over long periods by the organizations. In these situations, cloning
becomes a relevant problem [1]. Separately maintaining multiple similar parts of models could
increase costs, and inconsistent changes to cloned parts could lead to incorrect or undesired
system behaviour.
Completely eliminating clones from the systems may not always be practical, feasible, or costeffective. A viable alternative is to perform clone management. This is especially relevant for
product line based development of similar systems, where clones represent reusable pieces of
functionality, and their integration in a central repository is a basic task for the development of
product lines.
To be viable, clone management techniques require a representation of the clones that could
provide a powerful parameterization mechanism to capture all kinds of variations that could
possibly exist between clone instances, and is robust to evolutionary changes. Model variants
exhibit a range of differences. Similar to code clones, type-1 type-2 and type-3 model clones
have also been identified [1]. Model clones can also occur across multiple layers [1]. A
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challenge is to unify all types of possible differences between model clones with a single
variability management technique.
So far, no clone management technique has been proposed for Simulink models. A basic
requirement for clone management is a powerful variability management technique. Simulink
provides a basic variability mechanism with its Variant blocks but this mechanism is only
meant for simulation and increases the size and complexity of the models. Another option is to
model variability with general-purpose blocks like Switch blocks or if-action blocks for the
selection of alternative variants [11][8]. In addition to the above drawback, another problem
here is that it is not obvious whether a Switch block is for the selection of alternative variants
or to control the signal flow. There is no possibility to remove unnecessary variability
information and reduce a variant-rich model to a specific system model [9]. This results in the
intermixing of functionality and variability handling mechanisms in the models, violating the
principle of separation of concerns [11].
We propose a clone management framework for Simulink models based on Variant
Configuration Language (VCL) [13]. VCL provides unrestricted parameterization of textbased artefacts. As Simulink also provides an equivalent textual representation of its models,
this does not pose a limitation for the proposed solution. VCL based solution is non
obstructive as the variability handling concern is addressed separately from the functionality
concern. Due to the powerful parameterization of VCL, we can define variants capturing any
kind of differences that could be present in clones. Finally, with VCL we can also define new
variation points to a generic structure without affecting the existing variants.
In our proposal, we define separate roles for model developers and model managers with
regard to clone management to clarify the description of the process, although the same person
can fulfil these roles at different times. VCL based generic clone representations are developed
by model managers and stored in a clone repository. Colours are used to tag the different parts
of the Simulink models for cloning status and these tags are updated when the cloning status is
changed. Finally, we validate our technique by creating generic representations of a number of
clones exhibiting a variety of differences.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In section 2 we discuss related work and in
section 3 we describe the details of our proposed approach for model clone management. In
Section 4 we validate our approach. Section 5 concludes the paper and discusses the future
work.

2 Related Work
Leitner et. al. [9] uses pure::variants Connector for Simulink to handle structural variability in
Simulink models. They identify common variability scenarios from the industry, and propose a
3-layered template based mechanism to abstract the variability implementation. Like our
approach, they also hide variability mechanism from the developers. However, we do not need
any extra blocks to achieve this goal.
Different clone management techniques have been proposed for code-based software systems.
Toomim et al. [12] attempts to keep consistency among clone members by linked editing of
the clone members. Baxter et al. [3] eliminates clones automatically using macros. Recently,
solutions are being searched for manual clone management instead of a fully automatic
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refactoring tool, as the elimination of clones may not always be viable. Duala-Ekoko et al. [5]
use a descriptive language to help track of clones over software evolution. However, this
description language is specific to object-oriented languages like Java and C++.

3 Approach
Our approach is based on the Variant Configuration Language (VCL) [13], which offers a
flexible and user-defined syntax. It extends the capabilities of the basic C preprocessor (cpp)
to better manage software variability. VCL organizes and instruments the base code for ease of
adaptation and reuse during development and evolution of system variants. VCL allows
instrumenting the source code for customization at any level of details. VCL Processor goes
through the base code, executing VCL commands to generate a required system variant. VCL
parameters exercise control over the VCL processing separately from the base code. This
makes VCL a well-thought out mechanism that is simple, powerful and fully automated.
In our proposal, we differentiate between the roles of model developers and model managers
(similar to the role of frame engineers proposed by Bassett [2]). The same person could be
playing both roles, but for the sake of identifying relevant responsibilities, we describe the
proposal in terms of these distinct roles.
We start with a given set of clones identified in a Simulink model or a group of models. There
are tools available for detecting clones in Simulink models [1][6]. SIMONE [1] works with the
textual representation of Simulink models and reports clones in the form of clone classes and
clone pairs. It detects not only type-1 and type-2 clones but also reports type-3 clones.
SIMONE reports only similar subsystems as clones. ConQAT [6] detects clones using a graph
matching technique and also reports clones at the block level. However, it only detects type-1
and type-2 clones. Our proposed technique can work with the output from any of these tools,
but subsystem level clones gives a more crisp boundary for a reusable element in Simulink,
and hence is preferred by our approach.
The responsibility of clone detection lies with the model manager role. From the detected
clones, the model manager will decide which clones need to be managed. Various clone
related metrics can be used to identify clones that are of importance to the developers and
should be consistently maintained [7]. These selected clones are manually converted into VCL
representation and placed in a clone repository. In the actual Simulink models, we mark each
subsystem that is generated from a VCL managed clone by a unique color, as in [9].
As discussed in [10] and [1], blocks, lines, ports and branches could be reordered in the textual
representation of type-1 model clones. For SIMONE, these elements are sorted before clone
detection [1]. For our proposed solution, we can safely sort these elements in the generic
representation with VCL. Even though, we can generate the exact ordering of these elements
for each clone instance, as it was before sorting, but we do not need this extra complexity in
the generic representation as the sorted and unsorted subsystems would be functionally and
graphically equivalent in the resulting Simulink model. Figure 1 shows the workflow for
model manager role.
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Figure 1. Flow of activities for the Model Manager

When a developer (Figure 2) needs to reuse a subsystem from another part of the model or
from another model, there could be two possibilities. Either this subsystem is an existing clone
that has a VCL representation in the repository or it is the first cloning of a subsystem. In the
former case, the developer would generate the configured clone from the VCL representation
of the managed clone in the repository for the new use, while marking this new copy
accordingly. For the latter case, the developer will clone the existing subsystem and reuse in
the new place. In this case also, the two copies will be marked with another unique color
indicating the presence of a clone that has not yet been stored in the repository. This marking
will be a hint for the model manager to create VCL representation of this new emerging clone
with suitable variation points and variants.

Figure 2. Flow of activities for Model Developer

When the developer selects a clone from the repository for reuse, she will be presented with a
list of variation points for the selected clone, and a list of previously existing variants to
choose from for each variation point. The developer role can only configure the new clone
instance selecting from these predefined variants for a variation point and is not allowed to
create new variants or new variation points. For every variation point, there will be a default
variant. When the developer is done with the configuration, a concrete subsystem is generated
based on the developer’s selection of variants and the developer can now use this block where
required.
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If the developer modifies a generated copy of a clone in ways other than those captured by the
VCL representation, the block is marked with a third unique color. The model manager will
later analyze these clones for the extent of changes made to them. If the changes are few, this
instance could be merged with the generic version in the repository by defining new variation
points or new variants for the existing variation points. Due to the flexibility provided by VCL,
there are almost no restrictions on the variants that could be provided at a variation point.
However, if the new changes have made this copy significantly different from the original
clone, the model manager can also choose to remove this particular instance from the clone
class completely.

4 Validation
The most important aspect of the proposed mechanism is to effectively handle the wide range
of variability that could possibly be present in the clones. To validate the feasibility of VCL
for capturing all kinds of variations, we created numerous Simulink subsystems forming clone
pairs. Each clone pair captures only one form of variation. Using VCL commands, we created
generic solutions for each of these clone pairs. Overall, we captured all possible forms of
variations listed by Stephan et. al [10]. These include:
- different layout (color, position, size, other attributes) of elements
- different ordering of elements (blocks, lines, ports, branches)
- different names of elements (blocks, lines)
- different values of elements (blocks)
- added or deleted block
- changed block type
A concrete example of a clone pair’s generic subsystem annotated with VCL, and its
configuration to regenerate the original subsystems, is shown in Figure 3.
System {

#set subsystem_location = "[596, 16, 1412, 554]“

Name
Location
…
Block {

"Subsystem"
?@subsystem_location?

#set sum_position = "[240, 80, 270, 120]"
#set outport_position = "[355, 93, 385, 107]"

BlockType Sum
…
Position
?@sum_position?
}
Block {

#output “Layout2a_Position.mdl"
#adapt “Layout2a_Position"
#set subsystem_location = "[3, 15, 819, 553]"

BlockType Outport
…
Position
?@outport_position?

#set sum_position = "[245, 135, 275, 175]"

}
Line {

#set outport_position = "[360, 103, 390, 117]"

...
#break line1_points
DstBlock
DstPort
}
Line {
SrcBlock
SrcPort
#break line2_points
DstBlock
DstPort
}

#output “Layout2b_Position.mdl"

}

"Add"
2

#adapt: “Layout2b_Position"
#insert line1_points
Points
[47, 0; 0, 55]
#endinsert

"Add"
1

#insert line2_points
Points
[37, 0; 0, -45]
#endinsert

"Out1"
1

#endadapt

(a)

(b)

Figure 3. (a) Annotating the subsystem with VCL. (b) Configuring the subsystems
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5 Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper we have proposed a clone management framework for managing Simulink model
clones. The benefits of using VCL as the variability technique includes separating the
variability concern from the functionality concern. The variability mechanism has been
validated by converting a number of clone pairs with a varied set of differences into generic
representations of VCL.
We are working on the development of a prototype tool based on this proposal. In addition to
the clone detection tool, we also need a clone-matching tool whereby we can search for other
copies of a known clone in the newly developed parts of a model. In future we can give visual
rendering to VCL frames like pure:variants VAR_Multiport Switch and VAR_Const [9]. In this
manner, cloned subsystems will have extra property pages at configuration time to concretize
the block/subsystem before using it. Further, empirical evaluation of the approach is
considered as future work.
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